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One-to-One
Easytrieve* ➡ DataMiner-Dash
CA Panvalet* ➡ BIM-Edit
CA Vollie* ➡ BIM-Edit

*"CA" products are copyrighted/trademarked products of CA Technologies, a Broadcom company. All rights reserved.

Platform: z/OS

https://hubs.ly/H0L_nFT0


Reporting & Task
Management



DataMiner-Dash provides all the features you need to meet your work
requirements at a lower cost than similar competitor products.
DataMiner-Dash was developed specifically for the mainframe
environment. There is no need to worry about losing features or
functionality in future releases. 
DataMiner-Dash development is active. New features and
enhancements give DataMiner-Dash even greater flexibility to access,
process, and report data from new data sources.

The DataMiner-Dash Script Wizard is an example of such a feature. The
Script Wizard is a 3270-type terminal graphical user interface for creating

and running DataMiner-Dash command scripts on z/OS.MORE FEATURES

DataMiner-Dash
Information and Data Management System

https://hubs.ly/Q01r2dkK0
https://hubs.ly/H0L_nFT0
https://hubs.ly/H0VmjHb0
https://hubs.ly/H0VmjHb0


Source Editing &
Library Management



BIM-Edit
Source Program Editor

The library security system is straightforward, offering six access levels
and any number of user/library security relationships
Consumes significantly fewer CPU cycles than IBM's ICCF with a lower
virtual storage requirement
Allows any number of libraries and members to be defined
When you are logged on through CICS, BIM-EDIT allows you to START,
XCTL, or LINK to other CICS programs, and you can log off anytime
Supports 3270 CRT models two, three, four, and five, and permits lines
up to 253 characters long (ICCF lines are always 80 characters long)
Offers a full-function e-mail system, allowing either full documents or
single-line messages to be sent from one user to another
Features a split-screen facility so that two different session types can
be displayed on the screen

MORE FEATURES

https://hubs.ly/H0L_nFT0
https://hubs.ly/Q01m_RVt0
https://hubs.ly/H0Zv14B0
https://hubs.ly/H0Zv14B0


CSI International recommends using one of our
Partners for all of your CSI software migration needs.
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